BUSINESS SUITE
SAFEGUARDS COMPANIES FROM POTENTIAL CYBER THREATS & DATA BREACHES

BUSINESSES

BEWARE

•

•

•
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70% of SMBs report

that their employees’
passwords have
been lost or stolen
in the past year1

45% of SMBs have

no understanding of
how to protect against
cyberattacks1

8% of organizations

that pay ransom get
all their data back2

69% of cyberattacks
target SMBs1

1

SOURCE | Ponemon Institute 2019 State of
Cybersecurity in Global Small and Medium
Size Businesses

2

SOURCE | Sophos State of Ransomware 2021

Data Breach

PROGRAM

Let’s get serious about cyber threats and identity
crimes impacting businesses everywhere — and
the increasing focus on hackers targeting mobile
devices. With nearly 68 percent of business
leaders feeling that their cybersecurity risks are
increasing, Sontiq’s Business Suite is built to
help organizations protect what matters most
— from the foundation of their livelihood to the
employees who execute upon their vision and
strategy.

Our Business Suite provides essential identity
theft protection and mobile cybersecurity
services, enabling companies to focus more time and attention on building
capital, expanding their customer base, and creating customers for life.
And, with our bundled solution options, we’ve created an industry-first
suite that empowers businesses to guard against fraud and cyberattacks —
for both their business and their employees. Organizations benefit from:
1 BUSINESS CREDIT MONITORING, SCORE, & REPORT | Business Credit Score,
Business Credit Report, and Business Credit Monitoring is provided so that
you can confidently manage your business credit.
2 BUSINESS DARK WEB MONITORING | A must-have for businesses of any
size, providing alerts if your Personally Identifiable Information (PII) or
confidential business data is on the Dark Web — the unindexed, and
often illegal, area of the Internet where sensitive data is bought and sold.
For example, Employer Identification Number (EIN), domain, Creditsafe
Safe Number, D-U-N-S Number, and corporate credit card numbers are
continuously monitored. Letting this information fall into the wrong hands
can be catastrophic in terms of critical data loss, disruption to operations,
financial losses stemming from restoring systems and files, and, of course,
damage to the company’s reputation.
3 FULLY-MANAGED BUSINESS RESTORATION | Exclusive service includes
proactive capabilities and a white-glove response program, featuring
access to dedicated and certified resolution experts to keep your business
and financial profile healthy.

www.sontiq.com | 1-888-6-SONTIQ

MOBILE SMB THREATS

INNOVATIVE MOBILE CYBERSECURITY
CAPABILITIES

• 60% of SMBs that experienced a
mobile-related compromise said that the
effects were major

There’s a misconception that mobile devices are safer than other
physical devices, such as laptops and PCs. In fact, mobile devices are
a growing gateway for fraudsters — 69 percent of cyberattacks
target SMBs. Sontiq equips your business with access to its Mobile
Defense Suite:

• 88% think they need to take IoT device
security more seriously
SOURCE | Verizon Mobile Security Index 2020

• MOBILE ATTACK CONTROL | Through an award-winning mobile app
powered by Sontiq, your employees gain comprehensive device
scanning, alerting them if their device has been compromised.
Mobile Attack Control looks for a wide array of threats, including
rogue apps, spyware, unsecured Wi-Fi connections, and even
recognizes fake or “spoof” networks.

It’s easy to get started with Sontiq’s Business
Suite. In a matter of seconds, you can upload
your employees’ information and invite them to
take advantage of the benefits of award-winning
identity theft and cybersecurity protection.

• MOBILE ATTACK VIEW | Delivers a single-source view for your
internal team,
showing any
mobile threats
from devices that
are connected to
your system. This
ability to recognize
vulnerabilities in
real-time gives
technology leaders
the advantage of
stepping in to take
action before a
data breach occurs.

Data Breach Program
If you are a business
that has experienced a
data breach, we offer a
tailored package at
a special rate.

As part of Sontiq’s Business Suite, employees are also protected
with best-in-class identity theft protection, mobile cybersecurity
capabilities, and world-class resolution services.
GET PROTECTED TODAY!
To learn more about the packages and pricing
available, please email us at SMB@sontiq.com.

TRANSPARENT PRICING

Pay only for what you need to protect your business and those helping to build it.
Number of Employees

1 to 5

6 to 25

26 to 50

51 to 100

101 to 500

ABOUT SONTIQ
Sontiq is an Intelligent Identity Security company arming businesses and consumers with award-winning products built to protect what matters
most. Sontiq’s brands, IdentityForce, Cyberscout, and EZShield provide a full range of identity monitoring, restoration, and response products and
services that empower customers to be less vulnerable to the financial and emotional consequences of identity theft and cybercrimes. Learn more
at www.sontiq.com or engage with us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, or YouTube.
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